FOR IMMEDIATE PUBLICATION

district m focuses on engagement metrics to
provide more insight on reporting platform
camp.
Montreal, June 12th, 2018 - district m is proud to unveil new functionalities and a new look for
camp, its reporting platform for advertisers.

camp now includes a load of new functionalities, especially regarding data visualization and
engagement reporting. “Engagement is becoming a prime metric,” explained Vincent
Cloutier-Boucher, Solution Architect in charge of the project. “Advertisers are no longer solely
interested in how many impressions they had, but how much their customers actually engaged
with their brand. district m already provides high-impact and interactive formats, so it only
makes sense that our platform would reflect those features.”

Amongst the new data tracked on the platform, a variety of engagement metrics are available
for each format. district m’s swipe format now shows the number of left versus right swipes,
which can give valuable insight to advertisers on their most popular products. As for touch,
camp now allows users to see the expansion rate and number of expanded impressions, which
is when the user clicks the sticky banner to be redirected towards the rich content the format
includes. The UX has also been rethought to included insight for each format, which includes
days and times of day with the highest engagement rate.

The platform’s look and feel as also been rebranded to fit district m’s corporate identity. “It
was one of the priority to ensure that all of our platforms would reflect district m’s branding to
provide a more unified feel to our suite of products,” commented Adrian Pike, CMO. camp’s
latest version is now available to all advertisers working with district m.
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About district m
district m is a full-service advertising exchange that creates open, transparent marketplaces
through which publishers and advertisers can quickly and easily connect to maximize today's
digital advertising demand. Since our inception, we have served as a trusted monetization
partner to 2,500 publishers globally by bringing incremental demand through over 200 unique
brand partnerships.
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